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0. Introduction
In this note, we give a local reduction theorem for certain Hamiltonian
systems in several time variables which is applicable to a reduction of the
system Hn , n # N, at its fixed singular points. In order to explain the pur-
pose of this note, we first review the fundamentals of the system Hn , and
then see what happens in a reduction of Hn . We note that Hn is a
generalization of the sixth Painleve differential equation to a system of
partial differential equations.
The system Hn is equivalent to the Garnier system Gn which is a nonlinear
system of monodromy preserving deformation equations for a second order
linear ordinary differential equation with n+3 regular singular points and
n apparent singular points on the complex projective line P1 (see [14]).
We call the system Hn also the Garnier system in this note. The explicit
form of the system is given by the following:
Hn: q jti=H ip j , p j ti=&H iq j , (1i, jn)
where
H i=
1
ti (ti&1) _ :1 j, kn E
i
jk (t, q) p j pk& :
1 jn
F ij (t, q) p j+}qi& ,
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E ijk={
qi q j qk
qi q j (q j&R ji)
qi qk (qk&Rki)
qi (qi&1)(qi&ti)&1an, a{i Tia qi qa
if i, j, k are distinct,
if i{ j=k,
if i= j{k,
if i= j=k,
(1kn+2 %k&1) qi q j&%i Rij q j&%j Rji qi if i{ j,
F ij={(%n+1&1) qi (qi&1)+%n+2 qi (qi&ti)+%i (qi&1)(qi&ti)+1kn, k{i [%k qi (qi&Rik)&%i Tik qk] if i= j,
with
Rij=
ti (tj&1)
tj&ti
, Tij=
ti (ti&1)
ti&tj
,
}=
1
4 _\ :1in+2 %i&1+
2
&%2n+3& .
Here, t=(t1 , ..., tn), q=(q1 , ..., qn), p=( p1 , ..., pn) are complex variables and
%=(%1 , ..., %n+3) are complex constants. Since the Hamiltonians H i are poly-
nomials of q and p of which the coefficients are certain rational functions
of t, the system is considered to be defined on B_C2n in (t, q, p)-space
where
B=[t=(t1 , ..., tn) # (P1)n; ti{0, 1, , tj (i{ j)]. (0.1)
We notice that the system is holonomic or completely integrable (in the
sense of Frobenius), namely, for any (t0, q0, p0) # B_C2n, the system has a
unique solution (q(t), p(t)) holomorphic in t in a neighborhood of t0 with
initial condition (q(t0), p(t0))=(q0, p0), which is verified by the following
condition:
i H jxk+[H
j
xk , H
i]=j H ixk+[H
i
xk , H
j], (0.2)
for all 1i, jn, 1k2n. Here (x1 , ..., x2n)=(q1 , ..., qn , p1 , ..., pn),
i=ti , H ixk=H
ixk and [ } , } ] denotes the Poisson bracket with
respect to x=(q, p), that is,
[F, G]= :
1kn
(Fxk Gxn+k&Fxn+k Gxk). (0.3)
In the simplest case where n=1, the system is written as
dqdt=Hp, dpdt=&Hq
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where
H=
1
t(t&1)
[q(q&1)(q&t) p2
&[(%2&1) q(q&1)+%1(q&1)(q&t)+%3 q(q&t)]p+}q],
which is called the sixth Painleve system. If we eliminate the variable p in
the system, then we obtain a nonlinear second order ordinary differential
equation in q, which is just the celebrated sixth Painleve equation.
The most remarkable property of the Garnier system Hn is that every
local solution (q(t), p(t)) at any point t=t0 # B can be meromorphically
extended to the whole universal covering space of B ([19]). This property
is usually called the Painleve property. According to the idea of P. Painleve
when he found Painleve equations, the Garnier system also can be a system
which defines a new class of special functions. Concerning this interesting
object, there are several works from algebraic or geometric point of view.
For example, H. Kimura has found a group of certain birational symplectic
transformations which is isomorphic to the symmetric group of n+3
elements ([17]), and he has also constructed the space of initial conditions
([18]). However, we have few works from function theoretic point of view,
except [25] by K. Okamoto and H. Kimura in which they have obtained
an n-parameter family of solutions by means of Lauricella’s hypergeometric
function FD in a special case where }=0. In this note, we give a result from
the latter point of view.
In order to study the solutions of the Garnier system (which we call
Garnier functions in the following) as holomorphic functions, we have to
investigate their singular points. By the Painleve property, we see that the
singular points of Garnier functions are classified as (i) poles located on B
and (ii) branch points on S :=(P1)n"B which is called the set of fixed
singular points. Since the study of poles on B is reduced to that of the
space of initial conditions, we devote our attention on fixed singular points,
in particular, to a problem of reduction at fixed singular points in this note.
Remark that the Garnier system has simple poles along S, namely, it has
regular singularities along S. The set S is a union of n(n+2) irreducible
hyperplanes Sij , 1in, 1 jn+3, i{ j :
S=.
i j
Sij , Sij=[t # (P1)n; ti=tj]
where
tn+1=0, tn+2=1, tn+3=,
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by convention. Then the set S% of smooth points of S is given by
S%=.
i, j
S%ij , S%ij=Sij> .
(k, l){(i, j)
(Sij & Skl).
We would like to study a reduction at a point on S%. We remark that
the point on S% is assumed to be on S%1, n+1, because, for any S%ij , there
is a birational symplectic transformation (T, .): (t*, q*, p*)  (t, q, p) of
the form t=T(t*), (q, p)=.(t, q*, p*) such that it changes a Garnier
system Hn (%) with constants %=(%1 , ..., %n+3) to another system Hn (_(%))
with _(%)=(%_(1) , ..., %_(n+3)), _ being a permutation of 1, ..., n+3, and
T(S%1, n+1)/S%ij ([17]).
Let t0=(0, t02 , ..., t
0
n) # S%1, n+1 be an arbitrary point. We can verify that
there exists a symplectic transformation (t, Q, P)  (t, q, p) given by formal
power series of t&t0, Q, P which changes Hn to a system
Q jti=K iPj , Pjti=&K iQ j , (1i, jn)
where
K 1=(1t1)[(1&%1&%n+1) Q1 P1+(Q1 P1)2],
K 2= } } } =K n=0,
under some assumption on the value of
’ :=1&%1&%n+1 (0.4)
which is the coefficient of q1 p1 in (t1 H 1) | t1=0 . We see that the reduced
system has a general solution
Q1(t)=Q1(t1)=c1 t’+2c1 cn+11 , P1(t)=P1(t1)=cn+1 t
&’&2c1 cn+1
1 ,
(0.5)
Qj (t)=cj , Pj (t)=cn+ j , 2 jn,
where c1 , ..., c2n are arbitrary constants. Therefore, by substituting it to the
formal transformation, we obtain a 2n-parameter family of formal solutions
of Hn . Then we have a question if the formal solutions have any analytic
meanings, or if the formal transformation is convergent.
We remark that if Q1(t1) goes to zero along a curve in t1-space, then
P1(t1) goes to infinity since Q1(t1) P1(t1) is a constant. Therefore, a
domain of convergence, if it exists, should be an unbounded domain in
(t, Q, P)-space. By the way, observing the formal calculation carefully, we
notice that the formal power series are indeed formal ones of t&t0,
Q1 , ..., Qn , t1 P1 , P2 , ..., Pn and Q1 P1 , which is a consequence of that t1 H 1,
H 2, ..., H n are polynomials of q1 , ..., qn , t1 p1 , p2 , ..., pn and q1 p1 of which
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the coefficients are holomorphic in t in a neighborhood of t0 # S%1, n+1 .
Therefore, it seems natural to expect that the formal power series are con-
vergent in an unbounded domain as
|t1 | , |t2&t02 | , ..., |tn&t
0
n|<r,
(0.6)
|Q1 | , ..., |Qn | , |t1 P1 | , |P2| , ..., |Pn | , |Q1 P1|<\,
in (t, Q, P)-space. On the other hand, we see that the domain has some
stability in the following sense that, for any a # C with a{0, there is a
curve in t1-space starting from a and tending to t1=0 such that both
Q1(t1) and t1 P1(t1) go to zero as t1 tends to 0 along the curve, under some
assumption on the value of ’. This fact seems to support the validity of our
conjecture, because, as is well recognized in general reduction theory
([10], [11], [12], [20]), a domain of convergence of a formal transforma-
tion must have such a stability in general.
The purpose of this note is to propose and prove a general reduction
theorem which verifies the above conjecture. According to our theorem,
Theorem 1.1, the formal transformation converges in an unbounded
domain (0.6) if the condition
’=1&%1&%n+1 # C"(&, 0] _ [1,+) (0.7)
is satisfied. Roughly speaking, the convergence follows from that (i) the
transformation is given by formal power series of t&t0, Q1 , ..., Qn , t1 P1 ,
P2 , ..., Pn and Q1 P1 , and (ii) if (Q(t), P(t)) is a solution of the reduced
system, then, by (0.5), Q j (t), Pj (t) with 2 jn and Q1(t) P1(t) are con-
stants, and the pair of the values ’1 :=’+2c1 cn+1 and ’n+1 :=1&’&
2c1 cn+1 (which are the exponents of Q1(t) and t1 P1(t) with respect to the
variable t1) satisfies the so called Poincare condition that the convex hull of
’1 , ’n+1 and 1 in C does not contain the origin, provided that ’ satis-
fies (0.7) and c1 cn+1 is small. We can say, in other words, that small
denominators do not appear.
In Section 1, we give and explain our main theorem. We prove the
theorem in the remaining sections, in Sections 26.
1. Main Theorem and Preliminaries
1.1. Statement of Main Theorem
Consider a completely integrable Hamiltonian system in N time variables
of the form
$i x=JH ix , 1iN, (1.1)
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with Hamiltonians H 1(t, x), ..., H N(t, x), where $i=ti ti ,
J=\ 0&In
In
0 + , (1.2)
t=(t1 , ..., tN) and x= t(x1 , ..., x2n) are comples variables, and H ix=
t(H ix1 , ..., H
i
x2n) is the gradient vector of H
i with respect to x. Integrability
condition or compatibility condition for the system is
$i H jxk+[H
j
xk , H
i]=$j H ixk+[H
i
xk , H
j], (1.3)
for all 1i, jN and 1k2n, where [ } , } ] is the Poisson bracket with
respect to x given by (0.3). We have to notice that, because of the use of
Euler operators $i instead of ti , our Hamiltonians H i are ti H i in the
usual notation.
Let us introduce an unbounded domain D(r, \) in (t, x)-space (which
corresponds to the domain (0.6)) defined by
D(r, \)=[(t, x) # CN+2n; |t|<r, |xi | , |t1 xn+1| , |x1 xn+1|<\, (i{n+1)].
Here, for a=(a1 , ..., am) # Cm, |a|=max[ |a1| , ..., |am |] . The projection
image of D(r, \) to t-space is a polydisk 2(r)=[t # CN; |t|<r].
We first assume that
(A-1) H 1, H 2t2 , ..., H NtN are holomorphic and bounded in D(r, \).
We notice that boundedness in an unbounded domain D(r, \) is very
important. This is a generalization of the fact for Hn that the
Hamiltonians are polynomials of q1 , ..., qn , t1 p1 , p2 , ..., pn and q1 p1 stated
in Introduction. The assumption (A-1) says that the system has regular
singularities along [t1=0] & 2(r). Noting that the domain contains a
neighborhood of (t, x)=(0, 0), we expand H i into power series of x as
H i(t, x)= tH ix (t, 0)x+
1
2
txH ixx (t, 0)x
+ :
|:+e1+en+1|3
hi: (t)x
:+e1+en+1 (1.4)
for 1iN, where H ixx is the Hessian of H
i with respect to x. By writing
the expansion in this way, we mean that the summation is taken over
for all : # Z2n satisfying :+e1+en+10, namely, :j&$j1&$j, n+1 ,
1 j2n and |:+e1+en+1|=:1+ } } } +:2n+23. Here ej # Z2n is an
index which has 1 at the j th component and 0 at the other places, and $jk
is Kronecker’s delta.
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We next assume
(A-2) H 1 satisfies
’
V 0 0
b
JH 1x | t1=0, x=0=\
V
0
b
0
+ , JH 1xx | t1=0, x=0=\ +V } } } V &’ V } } } Vb 0 0
V
where * stands for a function of t $=(t2 , ..., tN),
(A-3) ’ # C"(&, 0] _ [1, ),
(A-4) h1: (t) | t1=0=0 if :1=:n+1 and :  Z(e1+en+1).
Before stating the main theorem, we recall the definition of symplectic
transformation and introduce a notion of D( } , } )-preserving symplectic
transformation. Let .(t, X)=(.1(t, X), ..., .2n (t, X)) be an injective holomor-
phic mapping from a domain in CN+2n into C2n. We say that x=.(t, X)
is symplectic if
:
1kn
dxn+k 7 dxk= :
1kn
dXn+k 7 dXk ,
where t1 , ..., tN are considered parameters or constants. It is well known
that if
:
1kn
dxn+k 7dxk& :
1iN
dH i 7 dti ti
= :
1kn
dXn+k 7 dXk& :
1iN
dK i 7 dtiti
where t1 , ..., tN are considered variables, then x=.(t, X) is symplectic and
a Hamiltonian system of the form (1.1) with Hamiltonians H i is changed
to one with K i. We can also define symplectic transformation in the
category of convergent power series or formal ones. Next let D(r, \) be a
domain in (t, x)-space given above and let x=.(t, X) be a symplectic
transformation from D(r$, \$) in (t, X)-space into x-space C2n. We say that
. is a D( } , } )-preserving symplectic transformation, or, >-symplectic trans-
formation in short, if D(r", \")/.(D(r$, \$))/D(r, \) for some r", \">0,
where .(D(r$, \$)) :=[(t, .(t, X)) # CN+2n; (t, X) # D(r$, \$)].
Then our main theorem is stated as
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Theorem 1.1. Assume that the Hamiltonians H 1, ..., H N in (1.1) satisfy
(A-1), (A-2), (A-3), (A-4). Then there exists a D( } , } )-preserving symplectic
transformation x=.(t, X) holomorphic in D(r$, \$), r$, \$>0, such that it
changes the system (1.1) into the system
$i X=JH i, X , 1iN (1.5)
where
H 1=’X1 Xn+1+ :
m1
h1m(e1+en+1)(0)(X1 Xn+1)
m+1,
(1.6)
H 2= } } } =H
N
=0.
We notice that the reduced Hamiltonians H i are immediately obtained
from the given Hamiltonians Hi and the reduced system is solvable by
quadratures. We say that the form of (1.5) with (1.6) is a normal form of
(1.1). The property that D(r", \")/.(D(r$, \$)) for some r", \">0 means
that we can observe the behavior of the solutions of (1.1) in D(r", \")
through the transformation .. On the other hand, from the property
.(D(r$, \$))/D(r, \), we obtain the following result concerning a general
solution of the system (1.1).
Corollary 1.2. A Hamiltonian system (1.1) with Hi satisfying (A-1),
(A-2), (A-3), (A-4) has a 2n-parameter family of solutions of the form
x(t)=.(t, X(t)),
where .(t, X) is the transformation given in Theorem 1.1 and
X(t)=(c1 t’+h(c1cn+1)1 , c2 , ..., cn , cn+1 t
&’&h(c1cn+1)
1 , cn+2 , ..., c2n),
h(z)= :
m1
(m+1) h1m(e1+en+1)(0) z
m,
c1 , ..., c2n being arbitrary constants.
Remark 1.3. The above theorem and corollary are applicable to the
Garnier system Hn at an arbitrary point t0 # S%1, n+1 and then at any point
t0 # S%. We also notice that we can obtain some information on an auto-
morphism of the space of initial conditions defined by analytic continua-
tion of solutions of Hn along a loop around S%1, n+1 , since we can investi-
gate precisely analytic continuation of solutions of the reduced system. In
particular, the group generated by the automorphism is isomorphic to Z.
Remark 1.4. The above theorem is a generalization of theorems in
[16] and [29].
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Now we give an outline of the proof of Theorem 1.1. We construct the
transformation . by a composition of five >-symplectic transformations:
.=.1 b } } } b .5 . The .1 is a transformation to eliminate the linear parts of
all H i in the expansion (1.4), which is shown in Section 2. In Section 3, we
simplify the quadratic parts of Hi by .2 . In Sections 4, we construct .3
which makes Hi to have a factor x1 xn+1. In Section 5, we obtain .4 which
eliminates the variables t$=(t2 , ..., tN). The fifth transformation .5 which is
constructed in Section 6 completes our reduction. We prove the con-
vergence of .5 by introducing a new variable and by using a theorem by
R. Ge rard and H. Tahara. In the proof of the convergence, we can see how
the assumption (A-3) is used. Note that, at each step of transformation, we
use x and Hi as old variables and Hamiltonians, and X and Ki as new
variables and Hamiltonians respectively.
We explain here the notation used in the following of this note. Br, \
denotes the set of all functions holomorphic and bounded in D(r, \), and
Ar, \=[H=(H 1, ..., HN) | H satisfies (A-1), ..., (A-4)], (1.7)
a+=max[a, 0], (1.8)
for a # R. The ring of functions holomorphic in a domain D is denoted by
OD . For a ring R, M(n, R) denotes the set of all n by n matrices of which
the components are in R. We also notice that (y, z)=(y1 , ..., yn , z1 , ..., zn)
and (Y, Z)=(Y1 , ..., Yn , Z1 , ..., Zn) are often used in place of x and X
respectively.
1.2. Preliminaries
We give a lemma on a property of functions in Br, \ and we explain
symplectic transformations generated by generating functions.
Lemma 1.3. Let f (t, x) # Br, \ with | f |M in D(r, \), 0<r\ and
let f (t, x)=p, q0 fpq(t, x") x
p
1 x
q
n+1 (x"=(x2 , ..., xn , xn+2 , ..., x2n)), or
f (t, x)=: f: (t)x: be its series expansions in x1 and xn+1 or x respectively.
Then we have
(i) | fpq|M |t1| (q&p)
+\min(p, q),
(ii) | f:|M t1| (:n+1&:1)
+\min(:1 , :n+1)+:2+ } } } +:n+:n+2+ } } } +:2n,
(iii) |f xn+1|C( |t1|+|x1| ) in D(r, \), for a positive constant C.
This lemma is proved by Cauchy’s integral formula.
Let W=W(t, y, Z) be a holomorphic function in a domain in (t, y, Z)-
space. It is well known that if the relation
Yi=WZi=WZi , zi=Wyi=Wyi , 1in (1.9)
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defines a transformation x=.(t, X) where x=(y, z), X=(Y, Z), then it is
symplectic and it changes a Hamiltonian system with Hamiltonians H i to
one with Ki where
Ki(t, X)=$i W(t, y, Z)+Hi(t, x), 1iN. (1.10)
The function W(t, y, Z) is called a generating function of the symplectic
transformation x=.(t, X). We can also obtain symplectic transformation
generated by a function of (t, y, Y). Remark that the same as above holds
in the category of convergent power series or formal ones.
A symplectic transformation x={(t, X) of the special form:
x1=t1 Xn+1, xn+1=&X1t1 ,
(1.11)
xi=Xn+i , xn+i=&Xi (i{1),
will play an important role in our study. It is easy to see that the transfor-
mation satisfies { b {=&id and it takes a Hamiltonian system (1.1) with
H=(H 1, ..., H N) # Ar, \ into a system with K=(K 1, ..., K N) # Ar, \ , where ’
is changed to 1&’.
2. Reduction of Linear Parts of H i
The aim of this section is to construct a >-symplectic transformation
x=.1(t, X)=a (t)+X which eliminates the linear parts tH ix (t, 0)x of all
Hi, by proving the existence of a particular solution x=a (t) of the system
(1.1) with H=(H 1, ..., HN) # Ar, \ .
2.1. Preliminary Propositions
In this subsection, we give some propositions which will be used in con-
structing a particular solution x=a (t) of (1.1) holomorphic at t=0. They
will be used also in constructing R(t) in the next section. Consider a com-
pletely integrable Pfaffian system
$i x=F i(t, x), 1iN (2.1)
with independent variables t=(t1 , ..., tN) and unknowns x= t(x1 , ..., xp),
where F 1, F 2t2 , ..., F NtN are holomorphic in D=[(t, x) # CN+p; |t|<r,
|x|<\]. Here $i are Euler operators ti ti . The system has singularities
along S=[t # 2(r); t1=0]. If (2.1) has a solution holomorphic at t=0 of
the form
x=a (t)= :
m0
a m (t$) tm1 ,
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where t$=(t2 , ..., tN), then we see that a 0(t$) must satisfy
$i x=Fi(0, t$, x), 2iN, (2.2)
F 1(0, t$, x)=0. (2.3)
The system (2.2) with (2.3) is called the restriction of (2.1) to its singular
locus S. Put 7=[(0, t$, x) # D; F 1(0, t$, x)=0]. Then we have the follow-
ing proposition, which verifies the existence of a holomorphic solution of
the system (2.2) with (2.3).
Proposition 2.1. (i) The system (2.2) is also completely integrable.
(ii) Let x(t$) be a solution of the system (2.2) satisfying (0, t$0 , x(t$0)) # 7
for some t$0 . Then (0, t$, x(t$)) # 7 as long as x(t$) is defined.
Proof. We can easily show the assertions by the integrability condition
for (2.1). Q.E.D.
Let a 0(t$) be a solution of (2.2) with (2.3). Transform (2.1) by the change
of variables x=a 0(t$)+X, then we have a system as (2.1) with
F 1(0, t$, 0)=0. For the existence of a solution of a system (2.1) with the
condition, we have the following proposition.
Proposition 2.2. Assume that (a) F 1(0, t$, 0)=0, and (b) det(mIp&
F 1x (0, t$, 0)) are independent of t$ and nonvanishing for m1. Then there
exists a unique solution of the first equation of (2.1) which is holomorphic at
t=0 and vanishes along S=[t1=0]. This solution also satisfies all the other
equations of (2.1).
Proof. We first obtain a solution of the first equation of (2.1) of the
form m1 a m (t$) t
m
1 . Substitute it into the first equation and expand both
sides into power series of t1 . Then, noting (a) and F 1x (t, 0)&F
1
x (0, t$, 0)=
O(t1), we have recurrence equations for a m as
(mIp&F 1x (0, t$, 0))a m= fm (a 1 , ..., a m&1), m1.
By the assumption (b), the equations determine a m uniquely as functions of
t$ in 2(r) & S. By a standard argument we can construct a majorant series
of m a m tm1 which converges in some polydisk 2(r$). We next show that
the above solution a (t) of the first equation of (2.1) automatically satisfies
the other equations. Set b9 i (t) :=$i a (t)&F i(t, a (t)). Then, by the integra-
bility condition for the system (2.1), we see that b9 i (t) is a solution of a
linear system $1 x=F 1x(t, a (t))x. Then we have b9 i (t)=0, by (b). Q.E.D.
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2.2. Elimination of the linear parts of H i
Proposition 2.3. The system (1.1) with H=(H 1, ..., H N) # Ar, \ admits a
solution a (t)= t(a1 , ..., a2n) holomorphic in a polydisk 2(r$) in t-space with
a1(t)=O(t1).
Proof. Let
$i x=JH ix (0, t$, x), 2iN, (2.4)
H 1x (0, t$, x)=0 (2.5)
be the restriction of Hamiltonian system (1.1) to its singular locus
S=[t # 2; t1=0]. First we show that there is a unique solution x=a 0(t$)
of (2.4) and (2.5), which is holomorphic at t$=0 and its first component
vanishes identically in t$. Observe that x=b9 := t(0, ..., 0, h&en+1(0)’,
0, ..., 0) satisfies (2.5) with t$=0, which follows from the assumptions (A-2)
and (A-3). Let a 0(t$) be a solution of (2.4) satisfying the initial condition
a 0(0)=b9 , the existence of which follows from Proposition 2.1, (i). Then, by
Proposition 2.1, (ii), x=a 0(t$) satisfies (2.5). Let us show that the first
component a01(t$) of a 0(t$) vanishes identically. Notice that the first entry
H ixn+1(0, t$, x) of JH
i
x (0, t$, x) is divisible by x1 by virtue of Lemma 2.1, (ii).
Set H ixn+1(0, t$, x)=x1 F
i(t$, x). Then x1=a01(t$) is a solution of the initial
value problem:
$i x1=x1 Fi(t$, a 0(t$)), 2iN, x1(0)=0.
Since F iti (2iN) are holomorphic at t$=0, we have a01(t$)=0 by the
usual uniqueness theorem. Now transform the system (1.1) by
x=a 0(t$)+u, then we have a Hamiltonian system in u of the form
$i u=JLiu , 1iN, (2.6)
where
Liu (t, u)=H
i
x (t, a 0(t$)+u)&H
i
x (0, t$, a 0(t$)).
The proof of the proposition is completed if the system (2.6) admits a solu-
tion of the form u=m1 a m (t$)t
m
1 convergent in some polydisk 2(r$).
This assertion is verified by the use of Proposition 2.2, since Liu (0, t$, 0)=0
and
det(mI2n&JL iuu (0, t$, 0))=(m&’)(m+’)m
2n&2{0 (m1),
because of ’  Z which follows from the assumption (A-3). Q.E.D.
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We define a transformation x=.1(t, X) by .1(t, X)=a (t)+X, where
a (t) is the particular solution of (1.1) obtained in the proposition. Then we
can verify that the transformation .1 is >-symplectic and it takes the
system (1.1) into a system of the same form as (1.1) with K=(K 1, ..., KN) #
Ar$, \$ , r$, \$>0 being some constants, which satisfy (i) K iX (t, 0)=0, 1iN,
and (ii) k1: (0)=h
1
: (0), if :1=:n+1. Here, k
i
: (t) are the coefficients in the
expansion of Ki as (1.4).
Thus we have shown the existence of .1 .
3. Reduction of the Quadratic Parts of Hi
3.1. Linear Symplectic Transformation Reducing the Quadratic Parts
Taking account of the results in Section 2, we can assume that H=
(H 1, ..., H N) # Ar, \ has no linear terms in the expansion in x. The aim of
this section is to simplify the quadratic parts of Hi by a >-symplectic trans-
formation .2 , namely, to show Proposition 3.1 below.
Set
H ixx (t, 0)=\A
i
11(t)
Ai21(t)
Ai12(t)
Ai22(t)+ .
Then Aijk (t) # M(n, O2(r)), A
i
11 and A
i
22 are symmetric, and
tAi12=A
i
21 .
Notice that, by the assumptions (A-1) and (A-2), A1jk (0, t$) have the form
A111(0, t$)=\
a1
a2
b
an
a2
0
b
0
} } }
} } }
} } }
an
0
b
0
+ , A112(0, t$)=\
’
0
b
0
an+2
0
b
0
} } }
} } }
} } }
a2n
0
b
0
+ (3.1)
and A122(0, t$)=0, where ai # O2(r) .
Let x=.2(t, X) be a symplectic transformation defined by a generating
function
W(t, y, Z)= 12(
ty, tZ) R(t) \ yZ+ , R(t)=\
R11(t)
R21(t)
R12(t)
R22(t)+ ,
where Rij (t) # M(n, C[t]) such that R11 , R22 are symmetric and tR12=
R21 # GL(n, C[t]), C[t] being the ring of convergent power series of t.
Then .2 is a linear transformation given by
x=\ R
&1
21
R11 R&121
&R&121 R22
R12&R11 R&121 R22+ X. (3.2)
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Let K=(K 1, ..., KN) be the transform of H=(H 1, ..., HN) by .2 . Then,
from (1.10) and linearity of .2 , we have
1
2(
ty, tZ) $i R(t) \ yZ+
=K i2(t, R21 y+R22 Z, Z)&H
i
2(t, y, R11 y+R12 Z), (3.3)
where H i2 and K
i
2 are quadratic parts of H
i and Ki respectively.
In this section, we prove
Proposition 3.1. There exists R(t) such that x=.2(t, X) is >-symplectic
and it changes H # Ar, \ without linear parts into K # Ar$, \$ of the form
Ki(t, x)=$i1 X1 Xn+1+ :
|:+e1+en+1|3
ki: (t) X
:+e1+en+1
with the property that ki: (0)=h
i
: (0) if :1=:n+1 .
3.2. Proof of Proposition 3.1
The proof of the proposition is divided into several steps.
First we derive a system of differential equations for R(t). Substituting
K 12=’X1 Xn+1 and K
2
2= } } } =K
N
2 =0 into (3.3) and equating the coef-
ficients of yi y j , yi Zj and Zi Zj , we have a system for R11 , R12 and R22 . To
see the system has a solution with the desired properties, we introduce vec-
tors R9 11 , R9 12 and R9 22 associated with R11 , R12 and R22 respectively as
R9 11= t(r11 , ..., rn1 , r22 , ..., rn2 , ..., rnn),
R9 12= t(r1, n+1 , ..., rn, n+1 , r1, n+2 , ..., rn, n+2 , ..., r1, 2n , ..., rn, 2n),
R9 22= t(rn+1, n+1 , ..., r2n, n+1, rn+2, n+2 , ..., r2n, n+2 , ..., r2n, 2n).
Then the system is written as
$i R9 11=F9 i11 (t, R9 11), (3.4)
$i R9 12=F9 i12(t, R9 11 , R9 12), (1iN) (3.5)
$i R9 22=F9 i22(t, R9 12 , R9 22), (3.6)
where
F9 i11=&A9
i
11&B
iR9 11&R11 Ai22 R11

,
F9 i12=&[(A
i
12&$i1 ’In)A
i
12 } } } A
i
12] R9 12&R11 A
i
22 R12

,
F9 i22=$i1 diag(2’, ’, ..., ’, 0, ..., 0) R9 22&R12 A
i
22 R12

.
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Here, for a matrix C, the symbol C9 stands for a column vector obtained by
arraying the components of C in a similar ways as R9 ij , and Bi(t) denotes
the square matrix of order n(n+1)2 obtained by rewriting
Ai12 R11+R11 A
i
12 in the form B
iR9 11 . Note that B1(0, t$) has the form
B1(0, t$)=\
B11 B
1
2 } } } } } } B
1
n
0 +
where B1j is an (n& j+1)_n matrix given by
B11=\
2’ an+2
’
0
} } }
. . .
a2n
0
’ + B1j =\
0 0 } } } 0
+ .
b b } } } b
0 0 } } } 0
an+ j an+ j+1 } } } a2n
. . . 0
0 . . .
an+ j
Claim 1. The system which consists of (3.4), (3.5) and (3.6) is com-
pletely integrable.
We solve three systems successively. Let us first solve the nonlinear
system (3.4).
Claim 2. The system (3.4) admits a solution R9 11(t) holomorphic in some
polydisk 2(r$) satisfying the condition
R9 11(0)=
t
\a1(0)2’ ,
a2(0)
’
, ...,
an (0)
’
, 0, ..., 0+& .
Proof. Consider a restriction of the system (3.4) to the singular locus
t1=0:
$i V9 11=F9 i11(t, V9 11), 2iN (3.7)
F9 111(0, t$, V9 11)=0. (3.8)
We see that F9 111(0, C9 11)=0 for C9 11 :=
t(a1(0)2’, a2(0)’, ..., an (0)’,
0, ..., 0), and therefore there exists a solution V9 11 (t$) of the systems (3.7)
and (3.8) with V9 11 (0)=C9 11 by Proposition 2.1. By a change of variables
R9 11=V9 11 (t$)+R9 $11 , the system (3.4) is transformed into a system
$i R9 $11=F9 i11(t, V9 11(t$)+R9 $11)&F9
i
11(0, t$, V9 11(t$)), 1iN. (3.9)
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Using the form of matrix B1(0, t$) and the assumption (A-3), we see that
the system (3.9) satisfies the assumptions of Proposition 2.2, and hence it
admits a unique solution R9 $11(t) which is holomorphic at t=0 and vanishes
along [t1=0]. Q.E.D.
Substitute R9 11 into (3.5), then we have a linear system for R9 12 .
Claim 3. The system (3.5) admits a solution R9 12(t) holomorphic in the
polydisk 2(r$) satisfying
r2, n+1 , ..., rn, n+1=O(t1)
and
R12(0)=C12 :=In+\
0 &an+2(0)’ } } } &a2n (0)’
0 + .
Put R9 12(t) obtained above into (3.6), then we have a linear system for
R9 22(t).
Claim 4. The system (3.6) admits a solution R9 22(t) holomorphic in the
polydisk 2(r$) satisfying
rn+1, n+1=O(t21), rn+2, n+1 , ..., r2n, n+1=O(t1)
and the condition
R9 22(0)=0.
We can prove Claims 3 and 4 by Proposition 2.1 and 2.2 in the same way
as that of proving Claim 1. Claims 2, 3 and 4 say that the system for R
admits a solution R(t) satisfying
V } } } } } } V 1 V } } } V
V 0
. . . 0
b 0 . . .
V 1
R(0)=
1
V
. . . 0 0b 0 . . .
V 1
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and
rn+1, n+1=O(t21), rn+1, j=O(t1), j{1, n+1. (3.10)
Then the proof of Proposition 3.1 is completed if we show
Claim 5. The transformation .2 is >-symplectic.
Claim 6. The Hamiltonian K obtained from H by .2 is an element of
Ar$\$ with k
1
: (0)=h
1
: (0) if :1=:n+1.
These claims can be verified by straightforward calculations
4. Reduction to Hamiltonians with x1 xn+1 as a Factor
From the results of the preceding sections, we can assume that our
Hamiltonian H=(H 1, ..., H N) # Ar, \ is of the form
Hi=$i1 ’x1 xn+1+ :
|:+e1+en+1|3
hi: (t)x
:+e1+en+1, 1iN. (4.1)
In this section, we shall show that the above Hamiltonian H # Ar, \ is
changed into K=(K 1, ..., KN) # Ar$, \$ by a suitable >-symplectic transfor-
mation x=.3(t, X) so that
Ki=$i1 ’X1 Xn+1+X1 Xn+1 :
|:|1
ki: (t)X
:, 1iN, (4.2)
where
k1: (0)=h
1
: (0), for :1=:n+1. (4.3)
4.1. Preliminary Transformation
The purpose of this subsection is to show, by a >-symplectic transforma-
tion x=.(t, X), the Hamiltonian H # Ar, \ of the form (4.1) is changed into
K # Ar$, \$ such that
K 1(t, X) | t=0, X1 Xn+1=0=0 (4.4)
with (4.3).
Let C[y, Z$] be the ring of convergent power series of y=(y1 , ..., yn)
and Z$=(Z2 , ..., Zn) and My, Z$ its maximal ideal. Consider a symplectic
transformation generated by W=W(y, Z)=y } Z+w(y, Z$) where y } Z=
y1 Z1+ } } } +yn Zn and w # M3y, Z$ which means w is a power series of y
and Z$ such that the total degree of each term is greater than or equal
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to 3. It is easy to see that the symplectic transformation x=.(X) generated
by the W is >-symplectic. In order to accomplish the purpose of this sub-
section, we show
Proposition 4.1. Let H # Ar, \ be of the form (4.1). Then there exists
w=w(y, Z$) # M3y, Z$ such that the >-symplectic transformation changes H
into K # Ar$, \$ satisfying
K 1 | t=0, Xn+1=0=0 (4.5)
and (4.3). Furthermore, if H 1 | t=0, x1=0=0 then K
1 | t=0, X1 Xn+1=0=0.
Proof. Since K 1(t, X)=$1 w+H 1(t, y, Z+wy), the condition (4.5) is
equivalent to
H 1(0, y, wy1 , Z$+wy$)=0. (4.6)
We solve (4.6) under
w |y1=0=0. (4.7)
By using the assumptions (A-1), (A-3) and (A-4) on H 1, we see that (4.6)
is written as
w
y1
= f \y, Z$, wy$+ , (4.8)
where wy$=(wy2 , ..., wyn) and f (y, Z$, !$) (!$=(!2 , ..., !n)) is
holomorphic in y, Z$ and !$ at (y, Z$, !$)=(0, 0, 0) satisfying
f (0, 0, 0)=0, (f y)(0, 0, 0)=0,
(fZ$)(0, 0, 0)=0, (f !$)(0, 0, 0)=0.
Therefore, by the theorem of CauchyKovalevskaja, there exists a unique
solution w=w(y, Z$) of (4.8) with (4.7) holomorphic at (y, Z$)=(0, 0). We
see that w # M3y, Z$ by verifying wy1 yk | y=0, Z$=0=0, 1kn and
wy1 Zk | y=0, Z$=0=0, 2kn. The latter part of the proposition follows
from X1=x1 . Q.E.D.
Now let H # Ar, \ be a Hamiltonian of the form (4.1). By Proposition 4.1,
H is changed into H(1)(t, x(1)) # Ar$, \$ of the same form as (4.1) satisfying
H (1) | t=0, x(1)n+1=0=0. Let H
(2)(t, x (2)) # Ar$, \$ be the transform of H
(1) by {
given by (1.11), then H(2) is also of the same form as (4.1) where ’
is changed to 1&’ and H (2) | t=0, x1(2)=0=0. By the latter part of Pro-
position 4.1, we see that H(2) is changed to H(3)(t, x(3)) # Ar", \" with
H (3) | t=0, x1(3)x(3)n+1=0=0. Lastly, we transform H
(3) to K(t, X) # Ar", \" by {
&1.
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We see that the composition of these transformations is a >-symplectic
transformation, and K(t, X) satisfies (4.3) and (4.4).
4.2. Existence of .3
By the results in 4.1, we can assume that H # Ar, \ is of the form (4.1)
with
H 1 | t=0, x1 xn+1=0=0. (4.9)
We first show
Proposition 4.2. Let H # Ar, \ be of the form (4.1) with (4.9). Then there
exists a >-symplectic transformation x=.(t, X) which changes H into
K # Ar$, \$ satisfying (4.3) and
Ki | Xn+1=0=0, 1iN. (4.10)
Proof. We obtain . as a symplectic transformation generated by
W=y } Z+w(t, y, Z$) with w # M3y, Z$ , w(0, y, Z$)=0, where My, Z$ is the
ideal of C[t, y, Z$] generated by y and Z$. In order that (4.10) holds, it is
necessary and sufficient that w satisfies
$i w+Hi \t, y, wy1 , Z$+
w
y$+=0, 1iN. (4.11)
Set Fi(t, y, Z$, !)=&Hi(t, y, !1 , Z$+!$), 1iN, where !=(!1 , !2 , ..., !n)
and !$=(!2 , ..., !n). Then (4.11) is written by
$i w=F i \t, y, Z$, wy+ , 1iN. (4.12)
We remark that F 1, Fiti , 2iN, are holomorphic at (t, y, Z$, !)=
(0, 0, 0, 0) and that we can suppose
$i F j&$j F i&[F j, F i] y!=0, 1i, jN, (4.13)
[ } , } ]y! denoting the Poisson bracket with respect to (y, !). We shall obtain
a solution w of (4.12) as a power series of t1 of the form w=m0
wm (t$, y, Z$) tm1 .
Construction of w0(t$, y, Z$). We see that w0 must be a solution of
$i w0=Fi(0, t$, y, Z$, w0y), 2iN, (4.14)
F 1(0, t$, y, Z$, w0y)=0. (4.15)
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By a generalized CauchyKovalevskaya theorem under (4.13), we can obtain
a solution w0 of (4.14) with w0 | t$=0=0. By virtue of (4.13), this w0 also
satisfies (4.15).
Construction of wm (t$, y, Z$), m1. Let w0=w0(t$, y, Z$) be the func-
tion obtained above. By the transformation w=u+w0(t$, y, Z$), the system
(4.12) is changed into
$i u=Gi(t, y, Z$, uy), 1iN, (4.16)
where
Gi(t, y, Z$, !)=Fi(t, y, Z$, !+w0 y)&Fi(0, t$, y, Z$, w0 y). (4.17)
We can verify that G1 and Giti , 2iN, are holomorphic in t, y, Z$ and
! at the origin and they satisfy the relations
$i G j&$j Gi&[G j, Gi]y!=0 (4.18)
for 1i, jN and
Gi | t1=0, !=0=0, 1iN. (4.19)
We can verify the existence of a formal solution u of a single equation (4.16)
for i=1 of the form
u= :
m1
wm (t$, y, Z$)tm1 , (4.20)
with wm # M$3y, Z$ , M$y, Z$ being the ideal of C[t$, y, Z$] generated by y
and Z$.
The convergence of (4.20) is verified as follows. By (A-1), (A-4), (4.1),
(4.17) and (4.19), we see that the Eq. (4.16) for i=1 is written as
t1
u
t1
+(st1+’y1)
u
y1
=St1+ :
l+m+p+q+|;$|2
Slmpq;$ tl1 y
m
1 \t1 uy1+
p
\y1 uy1+
q
\ uy$+
;$
where s, S and Slmpq;$ are power series of t$, y$=(y2 , ..., yn) and Z$ con-
vergent in a same polydisk centered at the origin (t$, y$, Z$)=(0, 0, 0). Then,
from ’ # C"(&, 0] by (A-3), it follows that the formal power series solu-
tion (4.20) converges (see [9]).
We can prove that the function thus obtained also satisfies the other
Eqs. (4.16) for 2iN by virtue of (4.18) and the assumption (A-3).
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Let w=m0 wm (t$, y, Z$)t
m
1 be the convergent power series obtained
above. Then we can verify that the transformation generated by
W=y } Z+w is a desired one in the proposition. Q.E.D.
We can prove the existence of .3 by the use of Proposition 4.2 and the
special transformation { given by (1.11) in the same way as in the last part
of 4.1.
5. Elimination of t$
The purpose of this section is to show the existence of a >-symplectic
transformation x=.4(t, X) with .4 | t$=0=X which changes H # Ar, \ of the
form
Hi=$i1 ’x1 xn+1+x1 xn+1 :
|:|1
hi: (t)x
:, 1iN (5.1)
into K # Ar$, \$ where K
i=0, 2iN, and
K 1=H 1(t1 , 0, X)=’X1 Xn+1+X1 Xn+1 :
|:|1
h1: (t1 , 0)X
:. (5.2)
We first explain how to eliminate the dependence on tN . We see that there
exists a formal >-symplectic transformation of the form
yi=Yi+Y1 :
|:|+|;+e1&ei|1
ai:;(t) Y
:Z;+e1&ei,
(5.3)
zi=Zi+Z1 :
|:+e1&ei|+|;|1
bi:; (t) Y
:+e1&eiZ;
with ai:; , b
i
:;=O(t
(;1&:1)+
1 tN), which changes H to K where
Ki=Hi(t1 , ..., tN&1 , 0, X), 1iN&1, KN=0.
We can prove the assertion by decomposing the formal transformation into
a product of infinitely many simple transformations. Each simple transforma-
tion can be obtained by generating function method or by Lie series method.
Convergence of (5.3) in D(r$, \$) for some r$, \$>0 is shown by introduc-
ing a new variable. Since the method will be explained in a more difficult
situation in the next section, we omit the proof.
By repeating successively the same procedure as above for the other
variables tN&1, ..., t2 , we accomplish the purpose of this section.
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6. The Last Step of Reduction
We can suppose now that our Hamiltonian H # Ar, \ is of the form
H 1=’x1 xn+1+x1 xn+1 :
|:|1
h1: (t1 , 0)x
:,
(6.1)
Hi=0, 2iN,
where
h1: (0, 0)=0, for :1=:n+1 and :  Z(e1+en+1). (6.2)
In this section, we shall show that there exists a >-symplectic transformation
x=.5(t1 , X) which changes the H into H where Hi(t, X) are of the form
(1.6).
6.1. Formal Symplectic Transformation
We can prove the following proposition by generating function method or
by Lie series method.
Proposition 6.1. There exists a unique formal symplectic transformation
of the form
yi=Yi+Y1 :
|:|+|;+e1&ei|1
ai:;(t1) Y
:Z;+e1&ei, 1in,
(6.3)
zi=Zi+Z1 :
|:+e1&ei|+|;|1
bi:;(t1) Y
:+e1&eiZ;, 1in
where ai:, ; (t1) and b
i
:, ; (t1) are holomorphic in a same domain with
&(ai:;), &(b
i
:;)(;1&:1)
++$:1 ;1 , (6.4)
which changes H of the form (6.1) with (6.2) into the H given by (1.6). Here
& denotes a valuation of C[t1] defined by &( f )=+ for f =m+ am t
m
1 ,
a+{0.
The following proposition will be used in the proof of convergence of the
above formal transformation.
Proposition 6.2. The formal not necessarily symplectic transformation of
the form (6.3) with (6.4) which changes the system $1 x=JH 1x into the system
$1 H=JH 1, X is unique.
6.2. Convergence of the Formal Transformation
We prove the series on the right hand sides of (6.3) converge in an
unbounded domain D(r$, \$), r$ and \$ being some small positive constants,
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by a method of introducing a new variable. The Hamiltonian system with
H # Ar, \ of the form (6.1) is written by
$1 y1=y1[’+ f1(t1 , y, z)],
$1 yi=y1 z1 fi (t1 , y, z), 2in
(6.5)
$1 z1=z1[&’+ fn+1(t1 , y, z)],
$1 zi=y1 z1 fn+i (t1 , y, z), 2in
where
f1=: (;1+1) h1:; (t1) y
:z;, fi=: ;i h1:; (t1) y
:z;&ei
fn+1=&: (:1+1) h1:; (t1) y
:z;, fn+i=&: :i h1:;(t1) y
:&eiz;.
Remark that fi # Br$, \$ , 1i2n for any r$>0 and \$>0 with r$<r, \$<\,
r$\$, by virtue of Lemma 1.3. We denote again these r$ and \$ by r and \
respectively.
Now we introduce a new variable v2n+1. If (y(t1), z(t1)) is a solution of
(6.5), then v(t1)=(v1(t1), ..., v2n+1(t1)) defined by
v1=y1 , v2=y2 , ..., vn=yn ,
vn+1=t1 z1 , vn+2=z2 , ..., v2n=zn , v2n+1=y1 z1
is a solution of
$1 v1=v1[’+( f1)],
$1 vn+1=vn+1[(1&’)+( fn+1)],
(6.6)
$1 v2n+1=v2n+1( f1+ fn+1),
$1 vi=v2n+1( fi), i{1, n+1, 2n+1.
Here, for a function f = f:; (t) y:z; # Br, \ , ( f ) denotes a function of t
and v defined by
( f )=: f:; (t) t&(;1&:1)
+
1 v
(:1&;1)+
1 v
:2
2 } } } v
:n
n v
(;1&:1)+
n+1 v
;2
n+2 } } } v
;n
2n v
min(:1 , ;1)
2n+1 .
We remark that the series is absolutely convergent for |t|<r, |v|<\, which
follows from Lemma 1.3. Conversely we have
Proposition 6.3. Suppose that the solution v(t1) of (6.6) satisfies
v1 vn+1 t1&v2n+1=0 (6.7)
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at some point t1=t01 , then (6.7) holds for all t1 , and hence (y(t1), z(t1))
defined by
y1=v1 , ..., yn=vn ,
(6.8)
z1=vn+1t1 , z2=vn+2 , ..., zn=v2n
is a solution of (6.5).
We see by (A-1) and (A-4) that
( f1) t1=v1=vn+1=0=h(v2n+1),
( fn+1) | t1=v1=vn+1=0=&h(v2n+1),
( f1+ fn+1) | t1=v1=vn+1=0=0, (6.9)
( fi) | t1=v1=vn+1=0=0, i{1, n+1, 2n+1
( f1) | v=0=( fn+1) | v=0=0,
where h(z) is the function defined in Corollary 1.2. Then, we obtain the
following proposition which plays an essential role in the proof of
convergence.
Proposition 6.4. Under assumptions (A-3) and (6.9), there exists a
unique transformation of the form
vi=Vi (1+Ci (t1 , V)), i=1, n+1, 2n+1
(6.10)
vi=Vi+V2n+1 Ci (t1 , V), i{1, n+1, 2n+1
which changes the system (6.6) into the system
$1 V1=V1[’+h(V2n+1)], $1 Vn+1=Vn+1[(1&’)&h(V2n+1)],
(6.11)
$1 Vi=0, i{1, n+1
where Ci are convergent power series of t1 and V with
Ci |V=0=0, i=1, n+1, 2n+1 (6.12)
Ci | t1=V1=Vn+1=0=0, 1i2n+1. (6.13)
Proof. In order that (6.10) changes (6.6) into (6.11), it is necessary and
sufficient that (C1 , ..., C2n+1) is a solution of the following system of partial
differential equations
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_C1=(1+C1)(( f1)&h),
_Cn+1=(1+Cn+1)(( fn+1)+h)
(6.14)
_C2n+1=(1+C2n+1)( f1+ fn+1),
_Ci=(1+Ci)( fi), i{1, n+1, 2n+1
where _ is a vector field defined by
_=t1

t1
+(’+h(V2n+1)) V1

V1
+(1&’&h(V2n+1)) Vn+1

Vn+1
.
Remark that ( f1)&h, ( fn+1)+h, ( f1+ fn+1), ( fi) , i{1, n+1, 2n+1
are convergent power series of t1 , V1 , ..., V2n+1, C1 , ..., C2n+1 which vanish
on t1=V1=Vn+1=0 and ( f1)&h, ( fn+1)+h, ( f1+ fn+1) vanish on
V=0. Therefore (6.14) is written as
_Ci=gi (V", t1 , V$, C), 1i2n+1, (6.15)
where V"=(V2 , ..., Vn , Vn+2, ..., V2n , V2n+1), V$=(V1 , Vn+1), C=(C1 , ...,
C2n+1) and gi are holomorphic in V", t1 , V$ and C at (V", t1 , V$, C)=
(0, 0, 0, 0) satisfying
gi |V=0=0, i=1, n+1, 2n+1,
gi | t1=0, V$=0=0, 1i2n+1.
Note that, in the system (6.15), V" are parameters while t1 and V$ are
variables.
We see that (6.15) has a unique formal power series solution of the form
Ci= :
m+|:|1
Cim: (V") tm1 V$
:, 1i2n+1 (6.16)
where Cim: are holomorphic in a same neighborhood of V"=0 with
Cim0(0)=0, i=1, n+1, 2n+1, m1.
We can prove the convergence of (6.16) in a polydisk [(t1 , V$, V");
|t1|<r$, |V$| , |V"|<\$] by a method of majorant series (see [9]). In con-
structing a majorant series, we make use of that the convex hull of
’+h(V2n+1), 1&’&h(V2n+1) and 1 in C does not contain the origin if the
assumption (A-3) is satisfied and V2n+1 is sufficiently small. Q.E.D.
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Let (Y(t1), Z(t1)) be any solution of
$1 Y1=Y1[’+h(Y1 Z1)], $1 Z1=Z1[&’&h(Y1 Z1)],
$1 Yi=$1 Zi=0, 2in.
such that ((t1 , 0), Y(t1), Z(t1)) # D(r$, \$) for (t1 , 0) # 2(r$). Then V(t1)=
(V1(t1), ..., V2n+1(t1)) defined by
Vi=Yi (1in), Vn+1=t1 Z1 , Vn+i=Zi (2in), V2n+1=Y1 Z1
is a solution of (6.11). Let v(t1) be the transform of V(t1) by (6.10), then
(6.7) holds at t1=0 and hence (y(t1), z(t1)) defined by (6.8) is a solution of
(6.5) satisfying ((t1 , 0), y(t1), z(t1)) # D(r, \) for (t1 , 0) # 2(r) by Proposi-
tion 6.3. Therefore the transformation
y1=Y1(1+C1), yi=Yi+Y1 Z1 Ci , 2in
(6.17)
z1=Z1(1+Cn+1), zi=Zi+Y1 Z1 Cn+i , 2in,
where
Ci=Ci (t1 , Y1 , ..., Yn , t1 Z1 , Z2 , ..., Zn , Y1 Z1), 1i2n,
changes the system $1 x=JH 1x into the system $1 X=JH
1
, X . Here Ci ,
1i2n, are the functions obtained in Proposition 6.4. Noting (6.11), we
see by Proposition 6.2 that (6.17) must coincide with (6.3), which proves the
convergence of (6.3) in D(r$, \$).
Thus we have completed the proof of the existence of .5 .
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